
KELVIN DROPPER THEORY

The Kelvin water dropper, invented by Scottish scientist William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in , . "On a self-acting apparatus
for multiplying and maintaining electric charges, with applications to the Voltaic Theory". The London, Edinburgh .

Avoid using solvent-based glues with styrofoam, it makes it dissolve. The slightest contamination by ionized
molecules will provide moveable charges during voltage-drops at HV. In the mean time a drop falling through
the LH ring will have a positive charge induced by the negative ring and thus fall into the positive pot thereby
increasing the positive charge on this pot still further. This is because the flow and separation of charge occurs
already when the streams of water approach the rings, so that when the water passes through the rings there is
already net charge on the water. His interests were diverse; he made significant contributions to mechanics,
mathematics, magnetism, electricity, thermodynamics and hydrodynamics. This is bad, since this will prevent
the inner ones "seeing" the charged inducer cans, and they won't make any electrified water. If it works,
increase the distance to get slow, bright flashes. The positive droplets of the second side will touch the second
lower collector can, and this will charge the upper Inducer can of the first side positively. I drilled a circle of
eight tiny holes in a plastic bowl using 64 drill bit , and this gave good results. Any loss of integrity of the
insulators will stop any charge building up and consequently stop anything happening at all. Marin et al. I used
a garden hose with a "water breaker" a sort of shower head attachment. Typically, the containers are made of
metal and the rings are connected to them by wires. If continuous streams of water not droplets shoot out of
the drippers, then move the drippers upwards to make certain that the droplets break away from the continuous
streams while the droplets are inside the inducer cans. Because the electrons in the metal ring are repelled by
the negative charge, they move away, down the attached wire, so that the ring is left with a slight positive
charge. If not, use metal tubes rather than plastic, so the only "insulating fluid" is at the tips of the droppers
where the bits of plastic or oil droplets are detaching. Touch one of the cans with your finger and listen to the
radio. If we catch the falling droplets in a container, the container will become negatively charged. Use bare
wire, this will let you create sparks between the wires, or to later flash a NE-2 neon bulb. The center of the
bucket is perf by many tiny 60 drill holes. Cover the holes' sharp edges with slitted hose filled with RTV
silicone. Water droplets touch this screen and deliver their charge. It's like the generator in a hydroelectric
dam, but without the turbine or the spinning coils or magnets. This design is based on notes given in A D
Moores wonderful book - Electrostatics [2]. Watch out though. I still used Perspex insulators where I thought
they were needed. Touch one upper can, then the other, then the first one again. If there's a tiny electrical
imbalance at the start, the generator will amplify it over and over, and the voltage will "fall over" to either one
polarity or the other. It's like balancing a penny on edge: it's hard to start out with a perfect balance, and
usually it falls one way or the other. Each of these effects will limit the voltage that can be reached by the
device. The overhead wires from electric city buses make all sorts of musical tones. Will it stop working if we
use distilled water, or "DI" deionized water? The upper hole may need to be larger than the lower. Then
always discharge only the collectors of the big generator, and leave the other metal parts alone. See my article
on "Inline Kelvin Thunderstorm Device" found on my site at Note that the Inline version is more tricky to
make work. In fact, if you build such a device, it will usually create voltage all by itself, spontaneously,
without being pre-charged. I found that if I disconnected the power supply from the bundt pan, the current did
not vanish. If a drop of water falls through the RH ring the positive charge on the ring will induce a negative
charge on the drop. The electrical attraction-force from the positively-charged object keeps the tip of the
dripper charged negatively, but the positively charged object does not supply energy. Above the rings are two
water spouts that produce water drops from a water reservoir. During dry conditions everything near the
generator ends up with a tiny electric charge just from being handled. This process of charge separation that
occurs in the water is called electrostatic induction. When the charged droplets from a "shower head" pour
through this metal sphere, they're intercepted by the plastic bucket and wadded plastic screening to prevent
splashing, and all their electric charge is grabbed by the metal sphere. But where can we get a positive object?


